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Abstract:  
 
Upon entering the Great War in April 1917, the United States found itself ill-equipped to fight an 
overseas conflict and equally unprepared to systematically document it as a historical 
phenomenon.1 In contrast to many European nations, the United States government lacked an 
official national archive; and instead relied heavily on federal agencies and individual branches 
of the military to collect, preserve, and store records.2 At the state level, executive and legislative 
departments were responsible for maintaining their own material. However, various factors 
including administrative policies and resource allocation levels caused states’ documentation 
strategies to vary widely.3 Nevertheless, the urge to document was strong. Reacting to the 
inadequate documentation of North Carolina’s contributions to the American Revolution and the 
Civil War, state officials pledged to record the state’s military service and home-front 
mobilization.  

Within weeks of President Woodrow Wilson’s declaration of war, North Carolina’s 
Historical Commission expanded the scope of its activities from managing the state’s official 
war records to actively collecting unofficial documents related to home-front mobilization.4 This 
Commission appealed directly to state agencies, civic and social organizations, businesses, 
academic institutions, and community groups to gather “every scrap of material” related to the 
Great War.5 After the Armistice in 1918, the North Carolina state legislature formalized this 
documentation effort by authorizing and funding the position of “Collector of War Records.” 
With little money to hire the necessary professional staff, the state had to rely on a network of 
citizen volunteers to fulfill the position’s goals and broaden the reach of the project. Using 
predetermined categories of selection, these civic-minded historians functioned as archivists at 
the county level.6 To ensure effective local collection, the commission sought citizen 
representatives for each of the state’s one hundred counties. This study examines three key issues 
related to the documentation of the Great War in North Carolina: first, the underlying reasons the 
state committed to collecting war records; second, the scope and scale of the collecting project; 
and third, how the empowerment of citizen archivists to collect war-related material in their 
respective communities contributed to a shared historical narrative. 
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Article:  
 
Introduction 
 
 Upon entering the Great War in April 1917, the United States found itself ill-equipped to 
fight an overseas conflict and equally unprepared to systematically document it as a historical 
phenomenon.1  In contrast to many European nations, the United States government lacked an 
official national archive; and instead relied heavily on federal agencies and individual branches 
of the military to collect, preserve, and store records.2 At the state level, executive and legislative 
departments were responsible for maintaining their own material. However, various factors 
including administrative policies and resource allocation levels caused states’ documentation 
strategies to vary widely.3 Nevertheless, the urge to document was strong. Reacting to the 
inadequate documentation of North Carolina’s contributions to the American Revolution and the 
Civil War, state officials pledged to record the state’s military service and home-front 
mobilization. 
 Within weeks of President Woodrow Wilson’s declaration of war, North Carolina’s 
Historical Commission expanded the scope of its activities from managing the state’s official 
war records to actively collecting unofficial documents related to home-front mobilization.4 This 
Commission appealed directly to state agencies, civic and social organizations, businesses, 
academic institutions, and community groups to gather “every scrap of material” related to the 
Great War.5 After the Armistice in 1918, the North Carolina state legislature formalized this 
documentation effort by authorizing and funding the position of “Collector of War Records.” 
With little money to hire the necessary professional staff, the state had to rely on a network of 
citizen volunteers to fulfill the position’s goals and broaden the reach of the project. Using 
predetermined categories of selection, these civic-minded historians functioned as archivists at 
the county level.6  To ensure effective local collection, the commission sought citizen 
representatives for each of the state’s one hundred counties. This study examines three key issues 
related to the documentation of the Great War in North Carolina: first, the underlying reasons the 
state committed to collecting war records; second, the scope and scale of the collecting project; 
and third, how the empowerment of citizen archivists to collect war-related material in their 
respective communities contributed to a shared historical narrative. 
 
The Impetus to Collect 
 
 As one of the original thirteen British colonies, North Carolina is prominently placed in 
the southeastern United States. Situated between the states of South Carolina and Virginia, some 
North Carolinians describe themselves as a “vale of humility between two mountains of 
conceit.”7 The state’s geographic location, with access to both farmland and seaports, made it 
economically and politically important during both the American Revolution and the American 
Civil War. While the citizens of North Carolina distinguished themselves in both wars, state 
officials and historians felt that their participation had not been adequately chronicled. 
This failure to document the state’s previous wartime contributions may have prompted the 
North Carolina Historical Commission to take immediate responsibility for recording 



what was initially termed “the war with Germany.”8 Although strongly committed to preserving 
the records of North Carolina’s mobilization in 1917, the commission was not prepared to 
undertake large-scale collection. It had to devise and implement a state-wide plan to gather and 
preserve war-related material, and such an initiative had no historic precedent in the state. 
 The scope of the plan was broad and inclusive. In its efforts to obtain formal and informal 
war records, the Historical Commission sought the cooperation of state and county agencies, 
local civic clubs and social organizations, members of the military, and civilians.9 
 Moreover, beyond collecting official records, commissioners deliberately aimed to document 
“the state of mind of the people toward the war, the effect of the war on social, educational, 
economic, agricultural, political and religious conditions, and the personal achievements, 
sacrifices, and services of individuals.”10 Succeeding in this enormous undertaking necessitated 
appealing to North Carolinians’ sense of state pride, honor, and patriotism. To this end, the 
Historical Commission appointed the organization’s secretary, Robert Digges Wimberly Connor, 
to initiate the ambitious collecting project. A historian and archivist, Connor had been appointed 
to the commission at its inception and worked tirelessly throughout his career to make it one of 
the most effective historic preservation agencies in the country. In 1934, Connor became the first 
Archivist of the United States. When he accepted the task of collecting state war records in 1917, 
however, he had no official budget or resources. Therefore, he had to solicit the help of North 
Carolinians throughout the state to accomplish the commission’s collection aims. 
 
A Wartime Campaign 
 
 Just weeks after the United States declared war on Germany in 1917, Connor sent a letter 
to members of the State Literary and Historical Association, a non-government body of scholars 
and amateur historians, notifying them that the commission was spearheading an organized effort 
to collect and preserve materials related to statewide mobilization.11 This letter established 
collecting priorities, which included official records, semi-official documents, public service 
information, educational activities, propaganda, photographs, economic information, clippings, 
and “fugitive” printed material collected from concerts, fairs, and events held to support the war 
effort. To obtain these wartime documents, Connor created an effective plan to enlist citizen 
historians throughout North Carolina to carry out his collecting directives. Although highly 
unusual for the time period, the historian and archivist Robert Connor created a plan to recruit 
both African American and Caucasian collectors from each of the state’s one hundred counties to 
contact local branches of agencies and organizations, county leaders, soldiers, and individuals to 
request their war records. The archival record does not reveal Connor’s thinking regarding this 
decision, yet he clearly saw the need to broaden the documentation effort to capture the complete 
North Carolina experience for current and future historians. Despite his attempt to account for 
the African American wartime contributions, his plan did not challenge the prevailing local 
practices and policies of segregation. 
 Lacking adequate funds and staff, Connor had to do considerable legwork himself. His 
outreach to the community for records yielded limited results. To expand and strengthen his 
collection goals, Connor solicited the help of Dr. Daniel Harvey Hill, the chair of the North 
Carolina Council of Defense. A professor, college president, and prominent proponent of 
Confederate and Reconstruction memorials, Hill was also a member of the Historical 
Commission. To advance the collection of the state’s war material, Hill established a historical 
committee called the “Historical Preservation” committee within the Council of Defense and 



appointed Connor as its chair.12 This appointment to the state’s Council of Defense raised 
Connor’s institutional and community standing. While the archival record is silent on this point, 
Connor’s close association with Hill may point to a shared desire for North Carolinians to 
control the writing of their own history and the memorialization of their fallen citizens. 
 Meanwhile, other collecting initiatives began to emerge throughout the state. Colonel 
Frederick Augustus Olds, “Field Collector” for the North Carolina Hall of History in 
Raleigh, had initiated his own search for war records.13 Olds owned a large personal cache of 
historic material and was known as an avid collector. When the North Carolina State 
Legislature established the Hall of History in 1902, Olds donated his sizable collection and 
became its first director.14 During the war years, Olds traveled throughout North Carolina 
collecting war-related items that he then forwarded to the Historical Commission or kept for the 
Hall of History. While a noble endeavor, these competing collecting efforts occasionally caused 
confusion among state and local officials.  
 
The Armistice and Postwar Collection Efforts 
 
 On November 11, 1918, fighting on the Western Front concluded with the signing of the 
Armistice. Although the United States was prepared for a protracted overseas campaign, after 
only eighteen-months Americans were beginning to break down their war machine. Far from 
weakening the urge to collect, however, the Armistice prompted the North Carolina Historical 
Commission to redouble its efforts to preserve the nation’s contributions to the Great War.15 

 In 1919, the North Carolina General Assembly formalized the collection of the state’s 
war records through the general provisions of Chapter 144, sections 3–6, of the Public Laws and 
Resolutions of the State of North Carolina.16 As the secretary of The Historical Commission, 
Robert Connor appointed Robert House as the full-time state Collector of War Records. A native 
of North Carolina and a graduate of both the University of North Carolina and Harvard 
University, House had served overseas in the American Expeditionary Forces. His status as a 
veteran thus gave him a personal stake in ensuring that the state’s wartime efforts would be 
permanently recorded. He truly believed that “What North Carolina did in the World War is one 
of the most marvelous achievements in history. What the World War did in North Carolina is 
likewise a most thorough social revolution.”17 

 On June 16, 1919, Robert House officially assumed his position with the commission. 
His charge was to “survey all probable sources of war records and materials; to assemble these in 
the archives of the Historical Commission; to classify and arrange them; and eventually to 
publish from them a complete history of North Carolina in the Great War.”18 With the assistance 
of only one part-time stenographer, he began evaluating previous collecting efforts and planning 
the next steps for the state-wide preservation of war records. 
 
The Shame of Apathy 
 
 As Robert Connor transferred the Historical Commission’s collecting project to Robert 
House, he communicated his frustration regarding the apathy shown by the citizens of North 
Carolina. Documenting the state’s participation during the war had not been an easy venture. In a 
Historical Commission memorandum titled An Aftermath of Vainglory, the author (believed to 
be House) recounted a North Carolinian’s reaction to a request for his war-related material. Even 



though he had served with distinction during the War, the man doubted the value of documenting 
his efforts or those of his state, commenting, “Why this aftermath of vainglory?” Whether this 
query reflected modesty, laziness, or the comfort of the “vale of humility,” it soon became 
apparent the man’s indifference was in no way exceptional. Connor had encountered similar 
apathy from the state’s citizenry when collecting material during the war years. Indeed, upon 
hearing this account, he deemed it “a fine illustration of that old, traditional, unintelligent 
indifference of North Carolinians to their history, which is the very thing that North Carolina, 
together with all other progressive, enlightened States, is trying to overcome.”19 
 This irreverence and lack of interest in the state’s history would haunt House’s future 
endeavors and he would continue to question why some citizens were reticent to send their war 
records to the Historical Commission. To combat this apathy, he employed a strategy of cajoling, 
pleading, and appealing to the local pride of various communities into relinquishing their 
material for future generations of North Carolinians. He reminded citizens that the state had 
taken a “second-rate place in recorded history”20 in the American Revolution and the Civil War. 
Perhaps hoping to fuel the flames of regional patriotism and Lost Cause sentiments, he taunted 
his fellow southerners: “What side of the Civil War has the world at large read? The Northern 
side, of course, because it is the only side that has been adequately preserved in documents.”21 
 To further rally the state’s citizens, House compared North Carolina to other “progressive 
states” that were “putting money, time, energy, enthusiasm, and brains into preserving their war 
records.”22 He held up states such as Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, New York, and Kentucky 
as stellar examples of successful wartime preservation. House also pointed to the excellent 
collecting abilities of England and France, quoting historians Charles-Victor Langlois and 
Charles Seignobos. who stated, “History … is studied from documents. Documents are the traces 
which have been left by the thoughts and actions of men in former times. There is no substitute 
for documents. No documents, no history.”23 Adopting this “modern view” of historical 
scholarship, House dedicated himself to obtaining the appropriate documents to tell North 
Carolina’s story, and to avoid the shame he still attached to the state’s failure to document its 
previous wartime endeavors.   
 
An Environmental Scan 
 
 In one of his first tasks as Collector of War Records, House conducted an environmental 
scan to ascertain how war-related materials were being collected. He realized that all the 
combatant nations would now be assembling the records they needed to compose histories that 
reflected their national perspectives24, and he understood that many states in the union would be 
doing the same. In fact, in 1919, House learned that governmental agencies in at least thirty-five 
states had taken steps to document their respective contributions to the services.25 There had 
been early interest between states regarding what records merited preservation and how they 
would be collected. In July 1918, Franklin F. Holbrook, director of the Minnesota War Records 
Commission, wrote to the North Carolina Historical Commission asking if it had initiated efforts 
to systematically collect and preserve the state’s war records.26 Specifically, Holbrook wanted to 
obtain information regarding the related state agency, commission, or committee spearheading 
the endeavor, the source of the group’s authority and financial support, and what it was 
collecting. He also mentioned the possibility of publications resulting from these state 
initiatives.27 



 As part of the environmental scan, House began surveying official documents held by 
federal agencies in Washington DC that related to North Carolina’s participation in the War. 
During this search, he found that other states had been assembling their own war histories. Key 
states participating in this documenting effort had planned a meeting in Washington, DC to 
coordinate a survey of relevant federal government records, which House attended in September 
1919. The meeting resulted in two significant achievements: it created a committee that 
systemized the transfer of service records to each state, and it formed the National Association of 
State War History Organizations.28 The North Carolina Historical Commission became an 
official member of the Association, paying a $200 membership fee to gain access to various 
resources.29 Channeling the collective momentum generated by the conference, House 
challenged North Carolinians to keep up the pace. He declared in a pamphlet directed to citizens 
that “each State’s civic energy can be measured by its efforts to preserve its records.”30 

 Returning to North Carolina, House began reviewing records from state agencies, and 
sifting through the extensive material that members of the Historical Commission, the Council of 
Defense, and the Hall of History had gathered. He also refined the scope of his collecting 
strategy. In a summary report to the Historical Commission, he described the chaotic state of this 
previous uncoordinated documentation effort,31 concluding that many of the records collected 
during the war years were woefully incomplete. While many citizen archivists showed initial 
enthusiasm for contacting organizations and individuals in their respective counties, they had 
done little to secure actual documents. Other volunteers found that critical war-related material 
had been destroyed immediately after the Armistice and this sapped the project of momentum. 
 Robert House had no choice but to try to resuscitate and broaden the commission’s 
outreach efforts, and to clarify the original vision and message of the collecting project. To 
accomplish this, he reconnected with potential donors, appealing to their patriotism and 
highlighting the importance of recording state’s wartime contributions for future generations. In 
any way he could, House sought to educate North Carolinians about the importance of 
preserving records as a “monument” to their wartime participation.32 He felt that the best way to 
chronicle the effort was to collect documents that illustrated “the spirit of the people and their 
contributions to the cause.”33 With an eye toward documenting the war as a historical event, he 
specifically pursued more personal, informal narratives, commenting, “I have the formal reports; 
I want color and North Carolina character.”34 In addition to soliciting the stories of soldiers, he 
sought information regarding every community’s “quiet hero.”35 

 
Do Your Part 
 
 In initiating this revitalized postwar effort, House implemented a well-thought-out, 
systematic approach to collection management. He prepared a roster of North Carolinians who 
were responsible for war work, scheduled meetings with them, and asked for their help. 
Specifically, House looked for individuals who had “organizing ability, patriotic vision, and the 
ability to achieve a following in [their] county,” and he continued Connor’s efforts to contact 
both African American and Caucasian women and men from each county to head regional efforts 
to gather war records. Acknowledging the official nature of their positions, he even offered them 
the use of Historical Commission stationery.37 

 While Connor had encouraged citizens to donate wartime materials, House’s efforts to 
train volunteers to identify certain types of documents for collection proved unique within North 
Carolina and among other American states. In training these volunteers, House instructed them 



in basic archival methods. He directed them to refrain from organizing material that they 
collected, so he could use his own classification standards.38 He also cautioned them to avoid 
pasting material in scrapbooks, encouraging them to instead “bundle it up loosely but securely 
and mail the whole business” to him.39 To ensure that his citizen archivists understood which 
documents to preserve and deliver to the commission, House convened a meeting of county 
collectors in Raleigh on February 4, 1920, where he demonstrated collecting strategies.40 He 
subsequently deemed this meeting a success, claiming it produced “definitive results.”41 

 To broaden his audience, House also employed brochures and pamphlets that clearly 
communicated his collecting vision. Historical Commission pamphlets detailing the project’s 
mission and identifying appropriate materials to collect (with titles like “Do Your Part,” “North 
Carolina in the World War,” and “What are You Doing?”) were sent to county representatives. 
These pamphlets encouraged citizen archivists to take every opportunity to connect with people 
in their respective communities, dispensing brochures at fairs, veteran reunions, and even movie 
theaters. To support the volunteers’ efforts and build excitement about the project, House 
“advertised” by distributing bulletins and appearing at commemorative events, such as local 
Armistice Day celebrations. He also asked editors of large state newspapers to publish his 
articles—mostly biographical sketches and military stories—regarding North Carolina’s 
participation in the war.42 

 House made a special effort to reach out to the 83,000 North Carolinian officers and 
soldiers who served in the War, both at home and overseas. He urged them to tell their stories, 
send photographs, and donate personal letters to the commission. Understanding the particular 
value of wartime correspondence, House noted, “It is the tendency of human nature to forget the 
facts and figures of history and to remember feelings and ideals of great times. Nothing on earth 
can so preserve the feelings and ideals of North Carolina in the Great War as letters written 
during that time.”43 

 
Reaching Out to Underrepresented Populations 
 
 The scope and liberality of the Historical Commission’s expansive outreach plan was 
ahead of its time. During this era of Jim Crow, religious intolerance, and southern resistance to 
women’s suffrage, the commission’s decision to document underrepresented populations was 
extraordinary. Both Connor and House were committed to an inclusive approach to outreach that 
cut across gender, racial, and religious lines, actively seeking material from women, African 
Americans, and Jews.44 This encompassing approach enabled them to develop a more detailed 
understanding of North Carolina’s mobilization, which would counter later efforts to selectively 
forget the contribution of the state’s often disenfranchised citizenry.45 

 
Women’s Networks and War Work 
 
 Women’s groups were particularly active in home-front mobilization and the Historical 
Commission deliberately solicited their participation in document preservation. Robert House 
asked volunteer county historians and archivists to reach out to community leaders and women’s 
clubs, believing that “they have more leisure to put on this work and as a rule, take more interest 
in the collection of material than men.”46 These collecting efforts had the definite advantage of 



being able to draw upon highly organized women’s networks. Social and political connections 
provided efficient channels for collecting over 2000 items and countless narratives.47 Women of 
North Carolina supported the documentation effort, as well as the publication of an official book 
chronicling women’s war work. In a letter to House dated June 25, 1921, Mrs. Laura Holmes 
Reilley, Chair of the Woman’s Club of North Carolina, specifically mentioned a promised 
publication of wartime accomplishments that had yet to take place, noting that while most states 
had done this, North Carolina had not.48 Many women felt that they had made substantial 
contributions to the war effort, and they wanted their sacrifices officially acknowledged. 
 House was also directly in contact with members of the Women’s Liberty Loan 
Committee, who had been very active and successful in raising funds during the war years. This 
organization provided House exactly what he wanted— a wealth of information and anecdotes 
about women’s “heroic work and patriotic effort” on the home-front. This included moving 
narratives, such as a story about a milliner in one of the mountainous counties of western North 
Carolina who “closed her doors for days and canvassed the county alone, selling every bond that 
was sold by a woman in her county,” and the story of an older woman from one of the northern 
counties, who bought a hundred-dollar bond with her life savings of dimes that she kept in a jug 
under the floorboards of her home.49 

 As part of its overall state outreach, the Historical Commission also contacted women’s 
colleges throughout North Carolina. During the initial wartime phase of the collecting process, 
Robert Connor corresponded with college presidents to ensure that campus mobilization was 
being chronicled.50 Walter Clinton Jackson, a professor of history at the State Normal and 
Industrial College, eventually became one of the most widely recognized war collectors in the 
state. The history department at this public women’s college issued its own pamphlet in 1918 
titled, “Women and the War in North Carolina: Suggestions for the Collection of Historical 
Material.” The pamphlet emphasized the importance of documenting women’s mobilization 
efforts and directed the college’s students and alumnae to collect material related to women’s 
wartime service. The pamphlet also suggested that State Normal be the permanent repository for 
this material, claiming “when the historian of the future comes to tell the story of this great 
epoch, unlike the historian who tries to write of woman’s part in the life of former days, he will 
not lack for ample and correct records.”51 The pamphlet directed readers to send their material to 
the college at which point Jackson, as an official citizen volunteer for Guilford County, would 
forward it to the state capital in Raleigh.52 

 
The African American Response 
 
 When Robert House took the position of Collector of War Records, he continued the 
Historical Commission’s directive to reach out to North Carolina’s African American and 
Caucasian communities in search of citizens who might be interested in securing war records. 
Just weeks after beginning his official duties, he wrote to the County Superintendents of Public 
Instruction requesting assistance in finding African American representatives to gather 
information about how organizations and individuals in the African American community had 
been contributing to the war effort.53 Responses were immediate and enthusiastic. Many African 
Americans were “on fire with the thought” of having their participation in the war preserved for 
historical posterity.54 Responding by letter, attorney W. H. Quick commented that the tone of 
House’s request had “the right ring to it” and pledged his support for the project.55 Seeking to go 
a step further, the Grand Secretary of the African American Masonic Lodge wrote to House and 



suggested that North Carolina align itself with other states and appoint a committee of African 
American members to work with the historical committee.56 He pointed out that some states even 
included African American men on their official historical commissions. This type of 
collaboration would not occur in North Carolina. 
 In most cases, House responded to these letters personally. He also sent a bulletin to the 
“County History Collectors for the Colored Race,” thanking them for their offers of help and 
suggesting specific strategies for assembling county war records.57 Believing that African 
Americans could better collect material in their own communities, he suggested that they 
organize history clubs or committees to gather wartime data. He recommended that they begin 
by assembling a record of all African American soldiers who died in the War, including 
photographs, correspondence, and a completed honor roll. Most importantly, he urged immediate 
action, emphasizing that “if such work is not done now, there is no possible chance of fairly 
representing the colored race in any history that may be written of the war in the future.”58 

 Ultimately, House recruited African American citizen archivists from sixty-two North 
Carolina counties who began contacting local organizations, churches, civilians, and soldiers to 
collect material. Some volunteers made personal visits and others employed letter writing 
campaigns to reach as many people as possible. The Reverend E. A. Taylor of Scotland Neck, 
North Carolina, felt that the power of the press would be the best way to reach the African 
American population in his community. To this end, he published a compelling article in the 
African American newspaper, The News Report of Scotland Neck, N. C., addressed to the 
“Colored People of Halifax County, North Carolina.” The article urged readers to donate their 
war records and documents and provided detailed information from Robert House regarding the 
scope of collection.59 
 Despite the strong effort to reach out to African American communities throughout the 
state and the enthusiastic response from county representatives, the final tally of documents 
received was disappointing. Although numerous African Americans served in the military and 
took part in fundraising efforts, only twenty items were forwarded to the Historical 
Commission.60 The realities of Jim Crow and the violence directed toward returning African 
American veterans likely made the community hesitant to respond to calls for this type of 
documentation. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 As the postwar collecting phase began to wind down, Robert House shifted his efforts 
toward the “systematic arrangement, study, and publication” of war records.61 In some ways, the 
state-wide collecting initiative had proved disappointing. Although he had recruited sixty-five 
representatives from North Carolina’s one hundred counties, he often found citizen archivists’ 
participation “spasmodic and somewhat ineffective,” producing uneven results.62 Moreover, 
House’s administrative duties as sole program officer were overwhelming, eclipsing his efforts 
to venture out into the field and meet with collectors and donors.63 His focus on bureaucratic 
obligations also prevented him from fulfilling his original charge of writing an illustrated history 
of North Carolina’s participation in the Great War. 
 In other ways, however, the project was a groundbreaking success. House felt that he 
made significant strides with war documentation, collecting over 100,000 items during his tenure 
as Collector of War Records.64 In the 1918-1920 Biennial Report of the Secretary of the North 
Carolina Historical Commission published in 1921, House noted that some collections were 



almost complete, such as the records from the State Council of Defense, the Food 
Administration, and the Governor’s Office.65 He believed that the Historical Commission could 
complete other collections—including service records, organization reports, and county and 
military histories—if given additional time. Finally, he realized that collecting “human interest 
documents,” such as letters, photographs, and narratives, would remain an ongoing process, and 
anticipated that the Historical Commission would continue to acquire these documents well into 
the future.66 

 As House was finalizing his report to the Historical Commission in 1920, public 
sentiment regarding the justification for fighting an overseas war and the postwar settlement 
began to shift, and interest in remembering the conflict increasingly waned. Aware of this change 
in the American view of the war and inundated with thousands of items, House pivoted from 
community outreach to the more practical reality of processing the received collections. 
Although material continued to trickle into the Historical Commission, the grand collecting 
initiative to archive the Great War had ended. 
 Still, the initiative’s ripple effects extended to future discussions regarding the 
importance of archiving the country’s history and the role of citizens in documenting 
mobilization efforts. Indeed, in 1942, historians considering the best ways to chronicle the 
United States’ participation in the Second World War looked back on House’s model as one of 
the more effective state documentation initiatives.67 Ultimately, however, the government did 
not embrace his model. The establishment of the United States National Archives in 1934 
changed the way the nation documented the country’s history. This central institution now 
defined archival practices and collecting strategies at both the national and state levels, and the 
professionally trained archivists it employed felt that they did not need the help of average 
citizens to chronicle the new war. Going forward, the National Archives would assume the 
leadership role in all future US military conflicts.  
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Notes 
 
Editor’s Note: For more information on the war records collecting efforts before and after Robert 
House’s time as North Carolina War Records Collector, see the historical notes for the finding 
aids of the North Carolina Council of Defense Records (WWI 1) and North Carolina County 
War Records (WWI 2) in the WWI Papers of the Military Collection at the State Archives of 
NC. They are available in the State Archives’ online DOC catalog. 
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